Effects of fingolimod treatments on alanine transaminase and aspartate transaminase levels in patients with multiple sclerosis
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Abstract: Introduction: Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a chronic neurological disorder with no known cause or cure. Fingolimod (FTY720) is an oral medication recently approved for the treatment of MS as well as other diseases with autoimmune aspects. However, the drug is not without side effects. The severity and prevalence of these side effects are not completely understood. One of the most common causes for the patient cessation of fingolimod is an increase in liver enzymes, indicating possible inflammation or damage to liver cells. Alanine transaminase (ALT) and aspartate transaminase (AST) are the most common liver enzymes used as indicators of hepatic health. Objectives: This three-month prospective cohort study selected patients who were diagnosed with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) and who were not taking fingolimod oral treatment. ALT and AST levels were determined for these patients at baseline and then after three months of taking FTY720 to determine if these liver enzymes were changed. Methods: 36 RRMS patients completed this study, which lasted three months. They were started on 0.5 oral FTY720 after approval from a physician and completion of an AST/ALT blood test. Baseline levels were determined and then taken again three months later. Statistical analysis of these values was performed using P<0.05 as a significance threshold. Results: In this sample of patients, only ALT levels were significantly increased after fingolimod treatment in the general cohort (P=0.00). The general cohort showed an insignificant increase in AST levels. In male and female populations separately, AST was not significantly increased. ALT was only significantly increased in men (P=0.00) and insignificantly increased in women. Conclusion: This study further confirms our concerns about fingolimod’s possible effects on the liver. While these numbers do support the claim that the drug does on average increase ALT in patient populations, it is important to note that most of these patients have no real hepatic side effects. In addition, previous studies have cited a return to normal ALT and AST levels after cessation of fingolimod, suggesting its effects are temporary and not severely damaged in the usual patient.
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune neurological disease that affects roughly young population around the world [1]. Its prevalence increases with distance from the equator. This chronic disease causes deterioration of the myelin sheath leading to neurological symptoms that can range in permanence and severity. Besides, the types of symptoms vary by patient making diagnosis often difficult and confusing for both patient and physician. These symptoms may be cognitive or physical. Increasingly severe levels of disability can result from MS pathology [2]. Currently, the only options for involved patients are managing symptoms. The most common types of pharmaceutical drug therapies utilize immunomodulation, which is effective in some patients. Fingolimod (FTY720) (Fingolid, Osveh Co. Iran),
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is an immunomodulatory drug that has recently been approved for the treatment of multiple sclerosis [3, 4]. It was the first oral medication approved for the treatment of MS, specifically for relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). There are other drugs on the market that are given intravenously or through injection for the management of RRMS. Fingolimod led the way for oral MS treatment, making it easier for patients to manage their symptoms at home. Fingolimod is the first sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P) receptor modulator to be approved as a treatment for any malady [5]. Fingolimod acts on the S1P1 receptor as an agonist leading to subsequent downregulation of the receptor's expression [6]. Fingolimod has been shown clinically effective in preventing this exodus of lymphocytes from the lymphoid tissues, leaving them unable to access the CNS as readily [7]. This lack of lymphocytic penetration is thought to prevent further myelin sheath damaged by the immune system. Fingolimod crosses the blood-brain barrier (BBB), allowing it to take effect directly in the CNS [8]. The drug is also an oral medication, making it much easier to take daily in comparison to other MS drugs. Patient compliance for oral drugs is much higher than more invasive ones. So far, the results have been promising. The patient populations targeted by fingolimod are those who have been diagnosed with RRMS. In patients with RRMS, remission has been achieved and in cases where the drug has been used on non-remitting forms of MS, symptoms have been made less severe in certain cases [9-11]. While the drug is not a miracle cure, it does seem to produce some noticeable results. However, it is not without risk. The side effects range from manageable to life-threatening. Heart conditions have been the most serious concern of health providers and researchers. Because sphingolipids are cardiovascular protectants and have been shown to promote regular heart rate, the downregulation of S1P1 receptors can lead to cardiovascular side effects [12]. There have been cases reported of severe herpetic viral infections and macular edema [4, 13-15]. There have also been reports of aggressive skin cancer running rampant [16]. However, the most common side effects are unremarkable and usually mild [11]. There is still much unknown about how fingolimod might affect other neurological functioning, which is a concern for patients taking the drug for extended amounts of time [17].

Fingolimod is well-cited as producing lymphopenia because it is for this reason that fingolimod is used for MS treatment [18, 19]. In vitro, fingolimod has shown increased populations of regulatory T cell populations [20]. There have also been studies citing a decrease in these regulatory T cells after application of fingolimod, or no significant change [21]. These effects are expected and involved in the drugs target plan of action. However, physicians should be concerned about how fingolimod is acting in other parts of the body. In this case, the area of question is the liver. In the current study, we measured the effect of FTY720, also known as fingolimod, on aspartate transaminase (AST) and alanine transaminase (ALT) levels in MS patients. ALT and AST are both enzymes commonly used to determine liver health. The ratio of AST to ALT can either be elevated or low, in each case predicting a different set of possible liver conditions such as fatty liver disease (either alcoholic or nonalcoholic) and hepatitis B/C. Because of the very recent development, approval, and use of this drug in humans, it is imperative to monitor possible harmful side effects. Liver side effects are common concerns for any new drug on the market, especially one given for a chronic condition such as MS. Also, increases in these transaminase enzymes have been cited by all of the major fingolimod clinical trials [11, 13, 22, 23]. Increased levels of AST and ALT suggest liver cell damage, because when these cells are injured or inflamed, they leak higher amounts of these enzymes into the body. If in fact, these increases are suggestive of harm to liver cells, rather than a result of some pathway that has yet to be understood between fingolimod and production of liver enzymes, then treating MS patients with fingolimod may be doing more harm than good.

Methods and materials

Patients

36 patients with the mean age of 34.24±8.43 diagnosed with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) by neurologists according to McDonald’s criteria [24] were invited to participate in this three-month cohort study. Based on the sample size calculation, 36 patients were calculat-
ed. We recruited patients until our study population completed.

Patients were recruited from Eka Hospital Pekanbaru. The study was approved ethically by the ethical committee of Islamic University of Riau with the ethical code of IUR108-REC1:117. Those patients between 18 to 40 years of age who had one or more documented relapses in the previous year or at least 2 relapses during the previous 2 years or at least one baseline gadolinium (Gd)-enhancing T1 lesion on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were selected for this study. Oral FTY720 0.5 mg was given to all patients under the doctor’s permission daily. Before the treatment was initiated, volunteers were asked if they were smokers, alcohol/drug abusers, had vaccination with the liver attenuated vaccine within two months before the study, asthma, pulmonary problems, EKG abnormalities, macular edema or any kind of eye disease and skin lesions or skin cancer. Having one documented relapse or corticosteroid treatment within 30 days prior to the study initiation, intake of aspirin or any other anticoagulant within 2 weeks prior, natalizumab treatment within 6 months prior to randomization, prescription drugs within 4 weeks prior, or over-the-counter drugs within 2 weeks before baseline were additional exclusion criteria. All the patients signed the written informed consent and also the ethics committee approved the study.

Serum ALT-AST measurements

Before study initiation, 3 ml of venous blood samples were collected in the MS clinic of Eka hospital from every patient carefully using routine venipuncture method. In order to avoid the effects of physical activity on ALT and AST levels, blood samplings were performed early in the morning without previous physical activity. The blood AST and ALT levels were measured by recruiting plasma content and then storing at -80°C. For measuring plasma levels of ALT and AST we utilized enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) commercial kits purchased from Kehua (Shanghai, China). After the first blood sampling, treatment with FTY720 was initiated immediately. At the end of the three months therapeutic period with FTY720, patients were called again to the MS clinic for final measurements of hepatic enzymes, ALT and AST, by blood sampling. The levels of blood ALT and AST were measured with an auto-analyzer as mentioned above.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for hardware (version 24). Our data was normal according to Smirnov Test-sample Kolmogorov-One. Furthermore, paired-sample T-test and independent sample T-test was used for other statistical analysis. All tests were two-tailed and P<0.05 was considered as a significant threshold.

Results

37 patients (28 female and 9 male) with the mean age of 34.24±8.43 were asked to participate in this three months cohort study. One woman was excluded from the study due to complications from FTY720, which were cardiovascular and skin related.

Based on measurements and laboratory results, the mean blood ALT level in the entire study population before initiation of treatment with FTY720 (ALT1) was 20.41±11.25 U/L and after the therapeutic period (ALT2) was 25.88±14.58 U/L. This is meaningfully higher than before treatment (P=0.00). Although the mean blood AST level before the treatment (AST1) was 20.41±5.52 U/L among patients and afterward (AST2) became 22.11±6.53 U/L, which is higher than before, it was not statistically considerable (P=0.12). The mean blood ALT level among men and women before FTY720 therapy was 30.22±15.17 U/L and 17.14±7.44 U/L respectively. After three months these values reached 40.66±15.77 U/L and 20.96±10.44 U/L in men and women respectively. This increase was not statistically significant in women (P=0.10). The increase in male ALT levels was significant (P=0.00). The same measurements for mean blood level of AST among men and women before fingolimod therapy was 20.41±5.52 U/L and 17.14±7.44 U/L respectively. After three months these values reached 28.11±7.84 U/L and 20.11±4.68 U/L in men and women respectively. This increase was not statistically significant in women (P=0.10). The increase in male ALT levels was significant (P=0.00). The same measurements for mean blood level of AST among men and women before FTY720 therapy was 20.41±5.52 U/L and 19.33±4.73 U/L before fingolimod and 28.11±7.84 U/L and 20.11±4.68 U/L after treatment. Statistical analysis reveals that neither male nor female cohorts were significantly increased, although the male cohort just barely missed the significance threshold (P=0.07). The augment in women blood AST was also not significant because of the P-value (P=0.52). The elevation of both ALT and AST blood levels are more considerable among men than in women (Table 2). Other statistics are described in Table 1. It should also be mention-
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age.male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>38.5000</td>
<td>9.11827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age.female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>33.2121</td>
<td>8.06519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age.total</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>34.2439</td>
<td>8.43143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSS.male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.2500</td>
<td>.37796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSS.female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.6515</td>
<td>.92267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSS.total</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.5732</td>
<td>.85558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age.at.onset.total</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>28.5366</td>
<td>7.51697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age.at.onset.male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>34.7500</td>
<td>8.79529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age.at.onset.female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>27.3030</td>
<td>6.56451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. ALT and AST levels before and after therapies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male (Mean ± SD)</th>
<th>Female (Mean ± SD)</th>
<th>Total (Mean ± SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(U/L)</td>
<td>(U/L)</td>
<td>(U/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT₁</td>
<td>30.22±15.17</td>
<td>17.14±7.44</td>
<td>20.41±11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT₂</td>
<td>40.66±15.77</td>
<td>20.96±10.44</td>
<td>25.88±14.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT₁-ALT₂</td>
<td>10.44±5.87</td>
<td>3.81±11.71</td>
<td>5.47±10.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>14.96(-5.92)</td>
<td>8.44-0.81</td>
<td>-9.15(-1.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST₁</td>
<td>23.66±6.67</td>
<td>19.33±4.73</td>
<td>20.41±5.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST₂</td>
<td>28.11±7.84</td>
<td>20.11±4.68</td>
<td>22.11±6.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST₁-AST₂</td>
<td>-4.44±6.46</td>
<td>-0.77±6.32</td>
<td>-1.69±6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>-9.42-0.52</td>
<td>-3.27-1.72</td>
<td>-3.88-0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ALT₁ and AST₁: before therapies, ALT₂ and AST₂: after therapies).

ed that the patients with increased liver function tests were referred to internists for further treatments.

Discussion

In this sample of 39 MS patients, only ALT levels were significantly increased after fingolimod (FTY720) treatment in the general cohort. The general cohort showed an insignificant increase in AST levels. In male and female populations separately, AST was not significantly increased. ALT was only significantly increased in men (P=0.00) and insignificantly increased in women. To summarize, all cohorts showed increased levels of both ALT and AST but only ALT was statistically significant (P=0.00). These results are in agreement with the majority of medical literature published about fingolimod use in humans. The effects of fingolimod on platelet counts have been studied before [25]. FTY720’s safety profile cites an increase in liver enzymes as a possible side effect of taking the drug [23, 26]. In a phase 3 trial 0.5 mg, fingolimod treatment caused an increase in ALT enzyme levels and was cited as a significant side effect along with the aforementioned set of symptoms mentioned in this paper [11]. In patients who took fingolimod oral treatment for 12 months, ALT and AST levels elevated to a peak value at around 3 months and remained at that level until 12 months [22]. It is important to note that this present study measured ALT and AST levels only three months after treatment was initiated, perhaps leaving the peak values undetermined for most patients. Many fingolimod trials suggest physician monitoring of transaminase levels not only at the start of treatment but perhaps after 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months as well [5]. The significant risk of elevated liver enzymes may outweigh the benefits of fingolimod treatment for certain patients, especially those patients who already have significant liver disease before starting treatment. One of the most common reasons a patient might be taken off fingolimod is an increase in liver enzymes [27]. ALT increase is the most common change in liver enzymes produced by fingolimod, representing 6.5% of all adverse effects in one study, 4.6% more than those accounted for in interferon β-1a treated patients, another common MS treatment option [28]. Manni and colleagues have performed a study on 225 RRMS patients who had been under treatments with fingolimod. They observed a significant increase in ALT and AST levels of patients especially in males [29]. These results are in line with our study. We also showed that the levels of ALT and AST are increased after 3 months follow up of RRMS patients. Symptoms of hepatic dysfunction cited in these patients include unexplained nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, fatigue, and jaundice. However, the observed increase in liver enzymes is usually without symptoms and will return to normal after discontinuation of fingolimod [28, 30]. The mechanism for the increase in liver enzymes, especially that of

ALT, is still not known. To assess what risk this increase poses, it will be important to determine if fingolimod is directly causing an increase in these enzymes or if the drug is harming liver cells leading to these abnormal test results. One possibility is that the drug’s metabolism somehow interferes with liver function or interacts with the production of liver enzymes in some obscure pathway. The drug’s metabolism is rather unusual compared to other drugs in that the common drug-clearing enzymes are not involved, suggesting this as a possible area for future research [31].

The validity of AST and ALT as predictors of hepatic injury is not completely sound, in that many times these levels can be outside of the normal range without any apparent injury to the liver and vary significantly between different demographic populations [32]. In diagnosing chronic liver disease (CLD), using the AST/ALT ratio as a diagnostic tool for cirrhosis yielded 81.3% sensitivity and only 55.3% specificity [33]. While these numbers are certainly useful, they are not without error, especially in cases where the numbers are only slightly out of the normal range [34]. It is interesting to note that outside of the MS realm, FTY720 is being used in other settings. One of these areas of research involves fingolimod being used to repair and prevent liver damage in rodents. In rats, FTY720 was shown to prevent ischemic injury in normal and cirrhotic rat livers [35]. FTY720 has also been used to prevent liver graft injury in rats [36]. Similar results of immunosuppression preventing liver damage have been shown in mice models as well [37, 38]. These two dichotomies seem strange: that fingolimod can be researched in one respect as a way to prevent liver damage and in another regard be seen as a possible cause of liver damage. Nevertheless, FTY720 has been shown in rare cases to cause symptoms associated with liver damage in conjunction with elevated transaminase levels. Patients with previous histories of liver conditions should be wary of taking the drug in case it exacerbates any pre-existing problems. Also, patients should be monitored closely for enzyme levels that are outside of the normal range and be made aware of possible symptoms of liver damage. As researchers learn more about FTY720 as a substance not only in the immune system and CNS but in the entire body, hopefully the true reason for these increases can be understood. ALT and AST are the most common enzymes used to indicate liver health and the relationship between fingolimod and γ-glutamyltransferase (GGT), another liver enzyme, has been established previously. It must also be noted that liver enzymes are not sufficient to evaluate liver functions. We could suggest that fingolimod should be administrated carefully in patients with former liver problems or routine check of liver enzymes should also be performed for susceptible patients.

Conclusion

This study concludes that MS patients taking oral fingolimod 0.5 mg daily for only three months are at significant risk for elevated ALT levels, and to a lesser degree AST levels. These findings are following previous studies done in human populations. This study recognizes its short time-span with caution. It is most likely true that these elevated levels are not the peak values for most patients and by citing previous literature on the topic, it seems most likely that levels would peak around the three months or so into treatment. Therefore, a timetable of 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months, which is recommended by Novartis Pharmaceuticals UK Ltd, seems appropriate for patients not experiencing any adverse side-effects. It is still unclear what the mechanism is behind this relationship. The results demonstrated in these patient populations also shed some doubt on studies currently being done in rodents to establish fingolimod as a possible preventer of liver damage and rejection.
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